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Read "Business Writing For Dummies" by Natalie Canavor available from Rakuten Big Book of Virtual Teambuilding
Games: Quick, Effective Activities to Build.

Avoid passive tense and indirect phrasing as much as possible. Include only verified information and keep
links updated. Read it to find new ways to phrase and communicate your ideas. No matter what type of writing
you do--this book will help you do it better. In addition to writing style, consider cultural preferences when
you communicate across borders. Now in its third edition, this completely updated classic has been expanded
to included all new advice on e-mail and the e-writing world, plus a fresh point of view on political
correctness. This is never taken amiss. Inside you'll find: The basic principles of how to write well How to
avoid the common pitfalls that immediately turn a reader off. What can we do better? You'll even find more
than variations on "exciting. Listen appreciatively. This may lead you to use some of that business-speak I
warned you against, but machines and skimming readers need to see them â€” so balance their presence with
concrete language. Let's look at eight business writing books you can read that will expand your horizons and
teach you to become a better writer. It may, but clarity comes first. Whether you're crafting a short and sweet
email or bidding for a crucial project, "Business Writing For Dummies" is the only guide you nee How many
pieces of paper land on your desk each day, or emails in your inbox? Begin each previous job description with
a few lines of narrative that provide readers with an easy-to-grasp idea of the most important and relevant
work you performed. Did we increase profitability, save you time, or increase efficiency? Should you make up
endorsements yourself and ask customers to sign off on them? Other truths may not be so happy, but give you
terrific clues for improving what you do. But sometimes, rather than taking a course, it's reading a book that
can truly improve your skills. Avoid multi-clause structures with more than one comma. And people read
reviews and testimonials! Do your homework on search terms, too, drawing on the language of the job
positing and some research into the industry. What do you most value about our service? Omit idioms, slang,
and colloquialisms that overseas readers are unlikely to understand. Consider your experience, positions to
date, accomplishments, skills, any special qualifications in that context. Take careful liberty to adapt spoken
language to a written form. Whatever your line of work, sharing the best of what you know will draw people
to you like nothing else can. Provide clear, easily found contact information, and briefly identify your
credentials.


